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Introduction
Birmingham Airport remains an essential gateway to the growing West Midlands regional economy
and whilst the aviation sector continues to be severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, the
airport continues to provide increasingly diverse employment opportunities across the region.
Our Gender Pay Gap report highlights the ongoing progress we are making to improve workforce
diversity, and as part of our wider business strategy, focusing our attention on where we need to
work harder to promote the opportunities that exist for everyone across our airport.
By reporting on our pay gap, listening to our colleagues about their experiences and having people
as a core imperative of our ‘proud of every journey’ purpose, we continue our focus on improving
diversity and inclusion for all employees across all areas of the business, supporting our ambition of
making the airport a great place to work.
We are extremely proud of our people who deliver a great service to our passengers and contribute
significantly to the success of our airport and the wider West Midlands economy. We believe that
our people are the reason for our success; hence irrespective of gender they are treated fairly with
transparency and receive equal pay for their contribution to the business. Gender is not a factor in
determining pay rates.
Since the 2019 report was published, the aviation industry has changed significantly due to COVID-19.
The airport had to downsize, and the majority of the remaining employees placed on furlough. This
consequently skewed the reporting data as one of the largest employee groups were on furlough
at the snapshot date. Consequently, the median hourly pay gap has increased from 7.2% in 2019
to 7.5% in 2020. However, as the industry restarts, our focus is and will continue to be on allowing
talented people to succeed regardless of their gender.
We continue to focus on significant projects to reduce and close the gender pay gap such as;
• Encouraging and supporting women to take up more senior roles and identifying and delivering a
pipeline of talent for the future.
• Engaging with a number of local and national initiatives such as the Women in Aviation & Aerospace
Charter, and the ‘Reach for the Sky’ government’s aviation skills programme, aimed at inspiring
the next generation of aviation professionals whilst striving to make aviation diverse, inclusive and
accessible to all.
• Ensuring that we recruit, develop and retain talented people regardless of their gender.
• Implementation of equality, diversity, unconscious bias and inclusiveness training on Induction to
accelerate progress.
• Encouraging colleagues to acknowledge the importance and benefits of diverse teams.
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• Working within our local community schools and colleges to encourage more females to study
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects and to enter related careers.
The 2020 Gender Pay Gap report highlights where we are today as an organisation. We know we are
not perfect, and whilst we don’t have all the answers, we remain steadfast in our efforts to strive to
reduce the gap and are fully committed to building a workforce that reflects the regional diversity of
its employees and one which promotes a culture of inclusiveness for all genders and backgrounds.

Nick Barton
Chief Executive Officer

Birmingham Airport employed 525 men and 308 women full pay relevant employees across several
subsidiary companies at the snapshot date of 05 April 2020. However, for the 2020 Gender Pay
Gap report, there is a requirement to provide the information on non-furloughed full pay relevant
employees (NFFPR) only. Employees furloughed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and who received
less than full pay, do not count as full-pay relevant employees due to the fact that they were paid a
reduced rate of pay in compliance with the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS). Therefore,
furloughed employees were excluded from the gender pay gap calculations.
Full-pay relevant employees are all employees who are employed by the employer on the snapshot
date, and are paid their usual full basic pay during the pay period in which the snapshot date falls
(the relevant pay period).
Relevant employees are any employee who is paid less than their usual basic pay during the relevant
pay period due to being on leave, ‘leave’ is interpreted broadly to include maternity, paternity,
adoption, parental, sick leave, special leave, or any other forms of leave such as study leave.
Employees who received no pay at all during the relevant pay period are excluded from gender pay
gap calculations. However, both full pay relevant and relevant employees are included in the bonus
pay gap calculations.
For the purpose of calculating the 2020 gender pay gap only NFFPR employees have been included.
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Birmingham Airport Holdings Limited (BAH).
Birmingham Airport Limited (BAL).
Birmingham Airport Services Limited (BASL).
BHX Fire and Rescue Limited (BHXF&R).
Birmingham Airport Air Traffic Limited (BAATL).

63%

75%

37%

Gender Profile 2020
Full Pay Relevant

25%

Gender Profile 2020
Non - Furloughed Full Pay Relevant

There is a lower number of full pay relevant female employees in 2020
37% (308) compared to the same period in 2019 of 38.5% (329).
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Under the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017, which came into
force on 6 April 2017, all employers with 250 or more employees in each business units are
required to publish their gender pay gap data every year. However, for 2020 we are reporting on
BAL group only as the total number of employees in BAL, BASL, BAATL, and BHXF&R are less
than 250.
The Group Results
The Group results show that men and women are paid equally for equivalent roles. However,
the statistics on the following pages show that the average pay for women across the Group
is slightly less than men, mainly due to the fact that women occupy a smaller share of senior
positions.
Within the Group, we recognise that many of the roles within the Fire & Rescue, Bussing and Air
Traffic Control departments have more male employees.
We remain committed to addressing this by introducing policies and practices that create the
right conditions for women to be recruited and progress within our organisation, across all
job roles.
Gender is not a factor in determining pay rates. Non – management roles, on which 87% of our
people are contracted, are on collectively agreed pay scales where men and women are paid
equally for equivalent roles.
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Birmingham Airport Group
Gender Pay Gap as of April 2020
HOURLY RATE PAY GAP
The following figures are for Birmingham Airport Group which employed 833 full pay equivalent
employees, of which 525 are men and 308 are women. Of the 833 full pay relevant employees
only 195 men and 64 females are non-furlough full pay relevant employees
Mean Hourly
Pay Gap*

On average in
Birmingham Airport Group,
women are paid

7.16%

Median Hourly
Pay Gap**

7.16%

7.5%

less than men

The mean hourly pay gap has decreased to 7.16% in 2020 compared to 16.8% in 2019.
The median hourly pay gap increased to 7.5% in 2020 compared to 7.2% in 2019. However,
it is important to note that due to the coronavirus pandemic the gender pay gap calculations
are slightly skewed due to the number of employees being on furlough at the snapshot
date within the individual companies of the organisation and due to employees electing
to voluntary reduce their salary during the relevant pay period.

HOURLY PAY QUARTILES

21.88%

UPPER

78.13%

21.54%

UPPER
MIDDLE

78.46%

29.23%

LOWER
MIDDLE

70.77%

26.15%

LOWER

73.85%

We are committed
to ensuring
everyone is paid
fairly.

This shows the proportion of men and women in four quartiles which are calculated
by ranking all the hourly pay rates in size order then looking at the proportion
of men and women in each quarter of that ranking.
* Mean Hourly Pay Gap is the average hourly pay for men (sum of all men’s hourly pay divided by the number of men) less the average hourly pay for women,
shown as a percentage of men’s average hourly pay.
** Median Hourly Pay Gap is the median hourly pay for men less the median hourly pay for women, shown as a percentage of the median hourly pay for men.
***Median hourly pay is the middle value of the hourly pay rates when listed in size order.
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PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES WHO RECEIVED BONUS PAY*

All employees are eligible for a bonus provided they
have been with the Company for the qualifying period.

80.4%

78.6%

The main reason for the difference is based on the
bonus scheme rules. The number of men or women
who didn’t qualify is because they had recently joined
the Company, or had left the Company before bonus
payment, or their attendance record failed to meet
the requirements.

In Birmingham Airport Group
78.6% of men received a bonus
80.4% of women received a bonus
BONUS RATE GAP
Mean Bonus Pay

41.4%

Median Bonus Pay

21.6%

On average across the Group, the bonus gap
between men and women was 41.4%. The average
payment received by women was £1143 and men
was £1951.
The main reasons for this are:
Women occupy a smaller share of senior positions than men.
A higher denomination of men in operational areas of
the business.
More women take advantage of part time working
opportunities where the annual bonus is lower due to
their reduced hours but is at the same hourly rate as
full time colleague

*Bonus pay is any bonus paid in the 12 months prior to the 5th April 2020, as specified by the UK regulations.
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We are committed to
improving Gender Diversity
Our approach to closing the gender pay gap is centred around our purpose
to be ‘proud of every journey’ and is aligned with our People Pillar.
We are proud of our inclusive and diverse culture and are committed to make
improvements in our approach to recruitment, recognition, and reward, and to
achieve a more balanced workforce in areas such as engineering and firefighting
where women historically been underrepresented. We are committed to steady and
continuous improvement, and we will report on our progress through the annual report
to reduce and ultimately eliminate, the gender pay gap.

birminghamairport.co.uk

